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Project Meeting Summary
14.09.2012 –15.09.2012 - Paide/Tallinn, Estonia
The final partner meeting within the ARCHE
project took place in Paide and Tallinn, 14.09. 15.09.2012. Partners arrived to Tallinn on
13.09.2012. In the morning of 14.09.2012 they were
picked up at the hotel in Tallinn by Rainer Eidmiller
of SRIK Paide, the Estonian partner organization
within the Arche project. The group drove to Paide,
where Rainer Eidmiller in a tour through the small
town explained the typical historical architecture and
its restoration, pointing out good practice as well as
typical mistakes. After the tour the group visited SRIK
Paide, the information center for sustainable
renovation, where the Estonian archive had been
established and workshops took place. SRIK Paide restored the exhibition rooms in a way that the
process of renovation is still visible and therefore easier to understand.
During the steering committee meeting wisamar
presented the state of the art of the project progress. Partners
discussed the final tasks and their accomplishment. Erkan
Şugüneş, of İSOV Vocational High School for Construction
Technologies introduced the first results of the pedagogical
quality assurance he executed. After lunch Järva vocational
school, a local partner of SRIK Paide, was visited. In the future
the vocational school and SRIK Paide plan a cooperation to
integrate restoration topics and workshops into the vocational
education in construction.
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On the second day of the meeting partners took part in Ökomäss, a fair for sustainable
renovation and natural building materials in Tallinn. Here partners presented the thematic exhibition
about the Arche project, which was realized as a travelling exhibition. Furthermore Uwe Bielefeld
held a talk about the work of Förderverein für Handwerk und Denkmalpflege e.V. – Rittergut Trebsen
and especially the Saxon Archive for Constructive Elements as well as the two year innovation
transfer project Arche. Partners could gain interesting insights into the state of the art of
preservation, renovation and restoration in Estonia. In the nearby archive of SRIK Tallinn workshops
about different restoration topics took place and the archive could be visited.
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